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Foundationalism •blasted
--Cheryl DenBoer, Nigel Weaver

Professor NickW61terstorff, head of the Calvin Philosophy DeJust add water,
partmentand a graduate of Western Christian High. visited Dordt
and stir.
lastweek to conducta series of faculty lectures. These were held
inconjuncture with the Reformed-Presbyterian College Consortium inter-collegiate lectures. After lecturing at Dordt ProfessorWolterstorffwill lecture on the same topics at Covenant, Hope,
Photo: DVZ
Northwestern, Trinity, Central and Geneva, Inhis lectures, .Dr ,
Woltcrstorff seeks to present some of his tentative formulations
onthe relationship of faith to theorizing, a relatlonship necessitatinga true understanding of theorizing its elf (a theory 0 f
theories).
Inhis afternoon lecture
ofFriday, Sept. 20, entitledThe House of Theory
has no Foundation, Professor Wolterstorff statedthatin order for him to
"We learned a lot by actually cabins, a mess-hall, and sev-,
arrive at a clear underexperiencing,
working in eco- erallarge stone laboratories, is
standingof how he should
logy
rather
/than
having it all
eral large stone laboratories,
fun c ti 0 n as a Christian
is situated near West Lake
spelled
out
on
the
chalkboard
scholar(that is, as a perOkoboji.
for us.
sonliving in two commu"I think studying the environ 4
That's the way all of the 18
nities; the community of
ment, collecting animals and
students in Ecology:roO felt
his fellow Christian~ and
after their three-day field trip plants, and then studying in
thr community of his felto the University of Iowa's the lab is the best way to learn."
lowscholars), it would be
Lakeside
Laboratory. The eager explained Professor Vander
necessary for him to atecologists,
under the supervi- Zee, He went on to say that
tempt to sketch out
sion of professor Vander Zee, they had a chance to study seva theory of theories"
left last Wednesday night and eral different habitats which
Inthe mam noay of this
returned
Saturday night. The I would be impossible to study
lecture,
Wolterstorff
lab,
consisting
of 40 acres
in Dordt's labs. The group
soughtto deal with what,
made
trips to three unique ecocomplete
with
stone
and
log
,
continued on page 4
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Ecology 200 goes {back to nature'
--DaryI5as
Jim Sytsma

systems: the Kettle Hole, WestLake
Okoboji, and the Silver Lake Fen.
The Kettle Hole is a deep, land.locked basin with steep sides. theoretically formed by a large block of
ice during the ice age. The group
made an in-depth study of the more
than 30 species of plants, plus their
inter-relationships..
The aspiring,
youngecologists agreed that this was
the most interesting ecosystem.
The group also made several excursions onto West Lake Qkoboji by
pontoonlaunch or leaky hip-waders.
The excursions included sampling
plankton, measuring temperatures
in the lake down to depths of 130
feet, squeezing sloppy fi,lulschlamrn,
and collecting aquatic organisms and
plants. One student
explained,
"Lakes don't seem very unique, but
w hen we studied specific aspects
-o-Bert Adema
which we seldom thought about before, the lake became very interestLast Thursday night, Sept. 19, n e c es sar y quantity of their the publishers.
Mrs. DeWitt and Mrs. Broek texts. The bookstore may inMrs., DeWitt commented that ing."
The fen near Silver Lake is a small
presented before an open sitcorrectly eva 1ua te a book's
she
felt
N.
B.C.
has
been
doing
hill
of partly decayed plant material.
ting of the Student Forum the sales record ard thus order too
t~e
Dordt
students
a
good
~erAn
underground
spring wells up at
operations ci the campus book- few copes, Ordered books rmy
VlC~.
Mr.
Bernard
De
W
i
t t,
the
top
of
the
hill;
the undsuallyhard
store. It seems that for years be out of print or out of stock
bustness
mana¥er
of
Dordt
Cli
wa
t
e
r
forrning
a
series of small
the business methods of the
necessitating a replacement at
lege,
agreed
with
her
satererr
I pools on the' side of the gradually
bookstorewere unknown10the a late date. Student enrollrrerr
and added t~t ~ost student-nn descending hill. The approximately
students. This revelation was fluctuations and last min u t e
bookstores in mid-west Amer- 20 feet of decaying plant material
deemednecessary by the Stu- curse-changes rmy also creae .
ica were in a deficit situation. made a very spongy surface to walk
dentForum in its study of the shortages.
The discuss~on was.ended by on. Ageneral response was that the
proposalthat a student-operatThe Nebraska BookCompany, Student Forum s president Rog Fen was "kinda strange, unique, and
edbookstore be set up on cam- (N.B.C. )which owns the Dord Tinklenburg who called for a
different," and that studying it and
pus.
campus bookstore, sets the re- deeper study of the feasibility
the areas surroundingitwas equally
Mrs. De Witt explained the tail and 'repurchasing prices ci of a student-run bookstore re- impressive.
business methods of the book- the used books, while the cost placing N. B.C. on Dcrdt s cam- After the field trips and before free
store. Before each semester
oft h e new editions is set by pus.
time, hours were spent in the lab i(either October or April) the
dentifying' classifying, and ,analyzprofessors are asked to subing the newly collected specimens.
mita lis: ci the books required
Algae, larvae, "weeds, "and several
for their respective cour-ses
species of "raphnia" were often disandapproximate the n urn be r
covered.
neededfor each text. The bodeAll the kids seemed to enjoy the free
storethen evaluates the pr ojsstime which included Chinese pingsor's estimate in the light of
po n g, a campfire , and volleyball
thebook's sales record for the
games. They feasted on home-style
that's one amoeba,
last three years arrl whether or
two paramecia, and
foodfixedbyMrs. Vander Zee .. furnotIt is a: rEPeat at Dordt. The
you just sunk my
nished by Mike and the Commons,
bookstorethen sends the order
battle sl-Ip!
and appreciated by all the hungry eto Nebraska
BookComapny
cologists.
-'
w hi c h tries to fill the order
"Ilearned a lot about plants and land
Photo: DVZ
with either used books or nev
formations and about the.kids in my.
editions from the publishers.
class, and had a lot of fun doing all
.Mrs. DeWitt stated that this
of it, " one of the kids summarized .
methodhas several weaknessAnother added, "I appreciated obes. Professors may forget,
servation 0 f a small part of God's
neglectcr rEfu:;cto mbmil:the
kingdom, first-ha!?-d."
.
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Bookstore explains operations
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Thus, be thankful

Community?

- -csi

Tuininga

Community- -Community - -Community!
All for the sake of Community.
In Christ to be sure, but
community.
And soon the system exists for the community, and
the individual becomes a part of the body. He gives in to body demands, and conforms to the needs of the "community."
Democracy in action, with individuality suppressed.
No hear ds in choir.
Dont drinkatDoc's.
Don't go to T.J. 's ,
Ahidehy curfew.
Don't he an offense.
Remember, you are part
of the body. A community in Christ at Dordt,
.
Community! Great! That's the way it should be. But. ..
Students buck the system . They drink at T. J. 's, and possibly
get
into brawls where it's fun to break pitchers over people's
heads. They drink at Doc's , breaktnz awav from legalism.' Th e y
get drunk, smoke in their rooms, and break curfew.
Nobody is
going to tell them what to do. They are now in college, not high
school.
lt IS cool to be on their own.
.
,
That is where Dordt is at this year.
Chapels pat the "commu
nity on the back, and individuals are starved in the name of community.
We are all God's people, we readily assume,
After all,
we are all of good Christian homes.
We get together for wing
devotions; and Dordt is so friendly!
The Dordt community is
great- -a beautiful reality desired by everyone.
And so Public Relations tells everyone.
Yet individuals are not c 0 n s i d ere d important.
Faculty scatter students with their mass attacks in the SUB
They pile on
the work in order to force students to tow-the'li~e"
Faculty membersrarelymake
ita point toknow their advisees as individuals.
Ru 1e s are placed for the community in mind.
Students make
smiles 10 add to , ie Christian atmosphere.
ChapeL •. Wing devotions ••. Church ... Hymn sings ...
For Christ's
sakevtt's
time to stop kidding ourselves!
We
are deallng wrtn tnrnvtdua ls - -image bearers.
We must realize
that before we ca n talk of community.
It is time that students
sat back and analyzed their attitudes.
Do we force community
. and Christianity by a system of legalism and demands for con
formity? Are the mores of our community mutually upbuilding,
or could they be ,a stumbling- block to som e? Do individuals react to the demand of conformity indignantly, .or do they recognize responsibility?
Do Doc's patients realize that according to
sOIT)ethey are eating "meat offered to idols"?
It ish igh time we all sit down with Christ, forget our pious
talk, and start to realize that we as individuals have calljrrgs to
be Christian students.
Is our discipline system modelled after
our democratic system 'of discipline,
or does the Bible take the
lead? How many students here at Dordt College are saved by the
blood of Jesus Christ? How can we talk about a community if we
barely have a cornfield to work on? Only till we question everything -Jectures,
sports, entertainment
community - eve.rytfiTi1g
Ti1ffie light of God's word, each and everyone by oneself, can we
begin to talk about being Chri s ts body.
.
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Tl".eDiamond publishes all signed II Letters to the Editor" concisely .
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Dear adun ni s trat.ion , faculty,

and student body,

As I, a first year alu.nni , begin my teachi ng career, 1 want you to know that my thoughts and prayers go with you as you open into another year of academic study at Dordt College.
As 1 reflect upon the four years 1 spent at Dordt ,
I'can'thelpbutshareafewthoughts
with you. First
of all , itwas a blessing co be part of Dordt College!
Only when one has left such a pljlce, is he able to
account more fully what a great institution Dorch is.
The primary reason is this: Christ is the center of
Dor dt, and where Christ is, we find His peoplethose who s trt ve to teach and learn, love, share,
and care as He would have them to do,
1 can truthfully say that In each experience 1 encountered at Dordt; the love of Christ was demonst rated by means of Dordt's administration,
its faculty, and its fellow students.
Thus, be thankful'
For its administration
and faculty who are wholeheartedly dedicated to the cause of Christian education and in preparing us for furthe r kingdom service;
For your fellow students whose relationships
become measureless
when Christ interlocks you together;
For the Christian
perspective
in which you're
taught--forwithoutthat,
one's understandt,ng of God
and His world are distorted.
May you have a blessed year!
I

Prayerfully yours,
Trudy Ritzema

Ramblings'

• • ••
--Nigel Weaver

And the word for the year is (ta, cia, cia, da I) "Community. "
Yeah,' you're probably sick of it.too, 1 mean everybody's getting
in on the act, even the editor.
Sure it's a nice enough sounding
word, but like most words its over-use produces sterility and we
soon reach the point where it becomes merely an empty word
oft e n cloaking an even emptier situation.
There were just too
many questions that it fails to answer.
Just what does constitute a community?
A group of everybody
do your own thilfg individua ls ? No! Some kind of collectivistic
everybody out of the same mold, gobble-de-gook?
No! And for
sure
not a 1,000 cherubic faces singing "This is My Father's
World" every other chapel.
Perhaps the age old metaphor of a
b0ctv'describes
it best, but then who's to be the head-vthe faculty? If so, then maybe, after having recovered from last year's
headache, they and the administration
could take into account 'the
the often-times queasy stomach and tired feet that compr i se the
student body.
.
The whole false dilemma of practical versus theoretical has got
to be exorcised.
.I'rn fed-up of people taking two steps back when
they hear that I'm a philosophy major, and I'm even more fed-up
with my stupid feeling that when 1sit next to a plumber 1can think
of some intelligent comment on the true nature and essence of. ~
pipe-wrench,
or keep my mouth shut. A hierarchical
concept of
life, whether based on an intellectual elitism, or on some other
arbitrary di vision will never allow us to achieve -any sort of community at all.
The whole question of the exact nature of the .relationship between the faculty, administration
and the students has got to be
defined, not in. terms of the Dordt Defender, but in terms of what
it really means to be a community of Christian scholars.
Does
Christian scholarship begin
only after one has received their
M. A., or does it begin at kindergarten and perhaps even before?
Can the only faculty /student interactipn be performed on a trueand-false,
multiple-choice
basis?
Dordt cannot afford the per'petuation of a we/they system, and while 1 know that I'm engaging
in fiery-eyed,
naive idealism, and am doubtless over-stepping
my office, we have got to do something!
Haven't we had enough
vainandempt'ywords
for once? Can't we begin to put our money
where our mouth is? Let's dare to look ourselves square in the
face, and make something out of it; something 'positi ve, sornethil
alive, but above all S0mething truly Biblical and Godglorifying.
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Commons staff

'an Mill iga n

works as team

ersus Ecuador

The Dordt Cnfe tc rfa , aton g with Northwcstern
.
and Western Colleges have
thei r Iood service provided
by Catering Management,
Inc.

--Vern Van Hofwe gen

'his past summer, John Van Milligan spent nine
.e k s in the country of Ecuador working for a
ristian radio station.
John's father works with
:Iioand found connections which led to John's voleer work.
itation HCJB (Heralding Ch ris t Jesus' messing).
a small part of the World Radio Missionary Fclvship , an organization located in Miami. Florida.
e station itself stands in Quito, Ecuador.
lueto new government regulations,
the station
cidcd to change its programming from. the I'M
ndto short wave. John, along with other volunirs worked on the micro wave transmitter
which
uld send signals to short wave transmitters
15
les away in the city of Pifo. His eight hour work
ys were filled with inventories of spare parts and
pairs on the large, tube-filled
transmitters.
'heother hours were filled with intereSting disveries of a new and different country.
He was
:atedin the middle of the Andes Mountains at an
itude 0 f 9, 000 feet "which is a lot higher than

over. "
'he weather was similar

to that of the States this
mmer since Ecuador was in the middle of their
mal dry season.
Temperatures
rose up to 7s:'F
lingthe day, and dipped close to 400 every night
JIm mentioned that the basic crops were corn,
•s, and bananas.
"They also raise oil which is
:klrtedto the U. S. , " he added. The dry weather
Isomewhat sandy soil allowed very little to gro.v
:eptfor "an occasional area of grass, bush, or
)-j'ear-old eucalyptus trees."
In ma~y parts of
uador, there are no natural trees because of the
nate and altitude.
The American government
ated many of the eucalyptus trees nearly a cenya~.
__
011
n never made it into the deep of the jungle
ainly because of poisonous snakes."
He did
lvelnear the edge, however, and he observed
my"fat ,0 'ugly looking things with 3 or 4
aches" and bunches of banana trees joined by
veralvines.
m one occasion, many of the volunteers got toter to climb a retired volcano. It took five and
Jailhours and 15, 000 feet to reach the top of the
ood-covered mountain.
T'rey s"!J.1l)f:I~~:~
'J.'Jwn .. ,
~s;ll1d-likea?hes :)f the vulcano.
fsides seeing parts of the country, John had to
I!Il a little bit of the Spanish language.
Usually
lfe "was somebody who understood some English
wasgood at sign language."
The city mark~t
Icewas filled with confusing Spanish sales pitches
darguments. John stayed away because "if they
esome gringo come in therewith lousy Spanish,
!)' jack up the prices! "
!becities were always a combination of the old
dthe new. The old market place found compeionwith commercialized
stores.
John noticed a
i woodshacks fenced off by a mud fence near
(apartment complexes.
Several outhouses were
relatively new convenience for the citizens.
He
ticedsomewomen washing their clothes in nearstreams, while other parts of the city claimed
IIldromats.
lim felt at home in the city, especially when he
Iiic e d things like McDonald's, American State
Ilk,Toyota, Datsun, Polar Bear ice cream, and
Ierfamiliar nal\les.
~ travelled cheaply, especially since a city bus
ip costs only 4¢ in Amertcan money, whUe a gal•of'gas costs 19¢. Even though the prices were
" he didn't do much driving.
The automobIle
~medrelatively new to the c.itizens, and some of
, "old cobblestone streets were almost too narl'i lor Volkswagens. " Most people tended to drive
theright stde ,except when they pass sometimes
d stay on the left for awhile."
Many dn ver s
medto feel that "if your horl1 would work, you
Idn't need brakes, " and speed was not a matter
concern.
.
country roads, John was forced to wait for
ral herds of cows 'or sheep crosstng the road.
"ador's -h i g h water level also caused some
blems011 the old roads.
The water remail1ed

Beware of natives with a smile -- they're well fed!

under a thick layer of cia y and sand.: When any
large vehicle passed over. they caused waves of
water to move out from the road, thus moving the
earth above.
John stayed in a wooden dormitory
near an older road, and he woke up several times
when the whole building began to shake.
John said the newspapers covered the resignation
of Nixon very closely, but "they dropped it all r ighr
after that."
The people seemed to be apathetic about the whole matter .
John was more interested in seetng the president
of Ecuador. After John and his friends had purchased
some ponchos and machetes a s souvenirs,
the y
happened to rUI1across the president's palace. During thei.r free tour, the ponchos caused no problems,
but one of the guys hid the machetes under his poncho "so the guards wouldn't get suspicious."
The
h
president wasn , tome.
, . . .. ,' .. .,"
. Even though the so-called president is actually a
dictator, John called him a "nice dictator 'cause he
lowered the bus rates from 5¢ to 4¢ after a 11 the

riots. "
By the time John was ready to leave, HClB was
about ready to broadcast the message of Chrtst to
the people of Ecuador, and many "other countries
on half of the globe."
Russia and the U. S. are only
two ofthe different countries reached by this "truly
Chrtstian radio station. "
011 August 20, [ohn boarded a Braniff plane "with
the'tf'
at the el1d of the word because they like to
overload just a little.
One kinda' wonders."
He
is already eager to return next summer to continue.
his work in Christian communications.

Mike Cas si dy , manager
oft h e Commons,
was
asked how the increased
student pcpula tion affected
the operation of the service. Cassidy responded
by saying that he has the
sam e staff working this
year as last year, and al- .
sot h e same amount of.
stude n t personnel.
He
sa i d the employees are.
rushed m u c h more than
last term and their work
is also
much harder.
However Cassidy said he
is very pleased with the
help he is getting.
Mr.
Casstdy said, "In an operation of this type eve rv-"
one works as a team, so
everyone
has
to stay
caught up in thet r duties,
and be personable wi th the
other employees. "
"
po

W hen questioned Concerning the effect of inflation On the student's food
costs, Cassidy said that
it was too early to tell how
these prices would be.af'fected.· "We do not take
advantage of students when
it comes down to what they
pay. I try my best to get
the best in buytng so students do not get the pinch, "
«

Cheerleaders
selected

A cheerleader's
job is
t 0 promote C h r i s t ian
schooL spirit.
With that
--Rog Tinklenberg
in mind, five women and
three men were selected
for
Dordt's cheerleading
Recently, the bookstore has been the subject of
squad.
much discussion
on campus, but how much of thlS
From the originalll
that
exchange has been Christian and loving? A?y is t
r
ted
out,
the
follOWing
sue, bookstore or otherwtse, mus~ be done ~lt~ the
eight wHI compose
the
realization
that we are a commumty of Chnstlans
squad:
Marv
Cloo,
Jeff
here at Dordt.
DeWItt,
Bal;b Groen,
The secol1d sesstol1 of Studel1t Forum b<:gal1With Lib b Y Hulst, (Captatn),
Vtkkt Jacobsen,
Pat Pena report by Bob Mast cOl1cerning !-reshmel1 election
results.
ning' Mike VerMeer, Sue
Wolters.
Marlys DeWItt, Jim Bosma, Lloyd Vanderkwaak
Two studel1ts from the
and Kathy Vogelzang were recognized as the newly
Student Forum along with
elected freshma"rep;resel1tatives.
PreSIdent TlI1kl\'trci. Bleeker
and a forlenberg the n fam iliarized them with the structure
mer Dordt cheerleader,
did .
of authorIty and the duties of the Forum.
..
tJ1e judging.
Marcia Bleeker was selected to fill the POSltlOl1of
The c a 11 did ate s werc
sophomore represel1tati ve.
ask c d to perform one
Mrs
Broek Mrs. DeWitt al1d Mrs. Droog apgroup checr which th c y
pea r e' d b efo;e the Forum to explain the policies
had preViously hcen taught,
al1d pro c e d u res of the Dordt Cam pus Bookstore.
a n ~ 0 n e () riginal gr.,jup
Th e y a 1 so an' swered questiol1S posed by Forum
cheer.
ALl 11 g wIth this
members.
they wcrc asked [" do "'''Ie
[he Forum was made aware of the difficulties il1 gYtnnastic stunts.
The squad is presently
prOViding adequate h 0 0 k service.
Accurate esttbeginning
week ly pracmatiol1 of class el1rollment, the time element, book
tices
in
preparation
(dr
avaUabilityal1dpricesall
become importal1t factors
the
upconiing
SC<li'lon.
which had to be taken t"to cOl1sideration. '

Information Forum

•
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• food fOI thought
Wolterstorff: 'a breath of fresh air,
continued from page one

for the present, he has termed "Foundationalism. ", In his
opinion, the entire history of philosophical speculation in the
western world since the HighMiddle Ages has worked out of this
Foundationalistic framework. Foundational ists have all assumed
twobasic premises: 1) that there is aknowahle bodyof cerrtcude,
and 2) that this bodycan and should function as the foundation for
theorizing. In order to know this universal body of certitude,
however, the person must be fully rational and be in the right circumstances. Traditionally, foundationalism has taken two classic positions, that of Empiricism and that of Rationalism; the
latter assuming some form of a -pr ior i ,
'
Aquinas, Descartes, Leibniz, Berkeley, lind to some extent
Dooyeweerd have all worked out of a Foundationalist viewpoint
while seeking to philosophize in a manner consistent with what
they have conceived to be a true Christian faith.
Wolterstorff said that there have basically been two views held
by "Christian" scholars seeking to articulate the relationship between faith and theorizing while holding to a Foundationalist position. The first of these states that the content of Christian faith
complements (supplements) the results oftheorizing (this view is
typified by Aqumas). The second states rhat assent (faith) is a
precondition of fully satjssfactory theorizing (Augustine, Calvi,,'
,and DOoyeweerd).

\
In the view of Aquinas, science was to be built up from a foundation of certitude, and therefore Christian assent does not add
to our knowledge. However, it does add to our apprehenSTOnof
truth ('believing truth, ' not 'knowrtlg truth '). Thisrneans that,
in principle, for Aquinas, what can be known by the man offaith
can also be known by the man of unbelief in his unbelief. Unbelief is an obstacle, but it is not insurmountable, since truth is arrived at by a process of induction and/or deduction, and is thus
open to all rational men.
Augustine and Dooyeweerd, on the other hand, state that a person must have faith in order to know that in some circumstances
certain things must be true for our theorizing! This tradition also says that an absolutization ofanything within the creation by a
person will result in their being blocked-off from knowing some, thing which they otherwise could know. Wolterstorff also said
that he thought perhaps C. Van Til fits into this general thought
patter rr'w ith his concept that.Chr iatians and non- Christians both
use the same sentences but do not say or mean the same things
thereby.
In seeking to work out of the Augustinian line, as he terms it
the "Precondttionaltst" view, Wolterstorff has sought to retain
their insight while tentatively rejecting their Foundationalism.
'Ph is desire formed the basis of his Friday night lecture, entitled Faith Within Reason (Reason within the Boundsof Religion).
Professor Wolterstorff holds strongly to the opinion that the religious beltefs of the Christian scholar should control hisnheo rizing and influence the things which he thinks are important enough to theorize about, In order to explain this further, Wolterstorff presented a brief outline ofwhat he regards as the core of
authentic Christian assent. He stressed that this was a personal
definition; it should not be viewed as normative for all Christians,
but there should be freedom for people to express their views of
true Christian assent within certain limits. For Wolterstorff,
then,
One's following of Christ ought to consist in commiting
oneself ultimately to sharing in the work of that community of people which has taken up God's call to be witness
agent, and evidence of the coming of His Kingdom. Witness, in that the community proclaims that God is work~
lngrn the world to bring about an order of things in accord with the goals that Hehad when He created them. Agent, in that the community does what it can to bring about
sucn an order. And evidence, in that the community gives
indication in its life of what such an order would be like.'
In thus committing themselves to share in the work of being witness, agent, and evidence of the coming of God's
Kingdom, the members of the community constitute them-'
selves a band of disciples of Jesus Christ. For He it was'
who was the principal witness, he it was who was the decisive agent, he it was who gave the most lucid evidence,
Wolterstorff was at pains to oppose a distinction between faith
and action, where action is merely the hoped-for consequences
of faith. Instead, faith consists in commitment to action (e.g.,
the epistle of James). There is no casual connection between fai~h
and.action; belief, in the NewTestament sen se of the word, is a
way of doing things.
Wolterstol'ff then stated several corollaries of this view:
--"The content of authentic Christian assent can not, by
and large, yield the Christian scholar his theories,
It
can and ought to functio'l as a control on,his theory accep-

ranee and theorv formation ... Christian scholars must
obtain their theories in the same way that human beings
in general do. They cannot get them just by extracting
elements from the content of their Christian assent.
These. points are connected with the fact that the Bible
cannot function as a black book of thepries.
--With respect to all' or most matters, there will be '11ternan ve theories satisfying the co n ten t of authentic
Christian assent. "TWo
alternati ve theories of univer sals,
two alternative theories of musical harmony, two alternative theories of set s , may both satisfy authentic
Christian assent functioning as control. The convicrton
is often expressed that Christians, by virtue of their
cornman commitment, ought to share all their scientific theories in common. Part of the reason for this not
being the case is that actual Christianasserrt differs
from person to person. But even authentic Christian
assent allows wide scope for alternative theories. It
reflects a deep and serious misunderstanding of bot h
theorizing and Christian assent to suppose otherwise.
The presence of theoretical disputes among Christians
is noproof whatsoever of deficiency in the character of
their assent ...
- -What is especially important to notice is that onthis
view Christian assent ought to function internally to
scholarship: . ,
--It is no part of my view toclatrn that a Christian and
a non-Christian cannot both accept some given scientific theory. For it may violate the control beliefs of neither. This is utterly obvious. Thepoint is worth making only because of the ra ..apant notion that if so m e
theory acceptable t o a Christian is also acceptable to
someone else, then the whole notion of Christian scholarship is absurd.

Professor Wolterstorff also stated that Christian theorjes shoel
not necessarily disagree with everyone else's; disagreement
not the criterion for deciding whether a theory is distinctiv
Christian,
He opened hrs concluding remarks by stating, ""TWoquesti
of vital importance for our theory can un'tortunately not here
discussed. O'ne is this: How, for the work of the Christ'
scholar, ought the Scriptures to function?"
"
(A former analysis of Dr. Wolterstorff's views on r evelati
that is on God's speaking to us, can be found in the JJly, Aug
Sept., and Oct. 1969 issues of the Reformed Journal, and m
for interesting reading. )
"Secondly, we have nota tall
discussed whether there
norms for theorizing- -and if so, what they are, Many havec
eluded from the collapse offoundationalism that there are nose
nor m s , I myself think there are. But to attempt to argue
case here, and to attempt to state what they are, would be
beyond my scope."

Faculty members contacted in a random survey reacted favor
ably to the two day "retreat."
Most commended Wolterstorff
"practical rather than philosophical" treatment of an impor
'concern and his open attitude in responding to questions, sh
ing "the flexible spirit in which religiously anchored Chris'
scholarship should be done. "
The meeting formed a chance to get together as a un i t aod
catalyst for further work in various disciplines. MaAyexpres
the hope that Wolterstorff would return at some future date
that together they could all get down to some concrete workon
theory of theories, especially applying it to the special scien
e. g. Aesthetics, Wolterstorff's own field of specialization.
though, as one faculty member intimated, this does not excuse
from taking action; we must follow this up ourselves.

The' closeness of heart and honest scholarly interaction mtw
the faculty and Dr. Wolter storff holds many promises for fu
communal developments. 11Ji.sis .especially encouraging whe
one considers the tentative nature of Wolterstorff's work and
fact 'that he was not seeking to address himself solely to the
faculty, Perhaps the entire lecture series can be capsulizedi
the word "renewal." Renewal of purpose and dedication for
faculty and administration, and if this enthusiasm can be corn
municated to students. then Dar dt will be able to forget the
and really take-off for the future.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Diamond thanks the faculty and planni
committee for granting permission to sit-in and cover Dr. W
terstorff's lectures. Only in this sense of community canwe
a body struggle together fa do God's will. 'Thank-you!
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Prof. Nick Van Til -- a history

eMA seminar
to stimulate
growth
--John Ooms

Fresh air and wholesome

exercise

are the beginning

of wisdom
--Nancy Boe:t'Illan

The years haven't changed much. Prof. Nick Van
Til still rides his 1956 bicycle and tries to "avoid
using the car whenever possible." He is also a
jogging enthusiast, doing a mile every day "combination: walkingandjogging." He revealed that he
recently wore his tennis shoes to a little meeting
at Rev. Haan' s house so he could jog home. But
this revelation really came at the end of an interviewwith this teacher who has been at Dordt since
it's 1954beginning as a Junior College.
"I saw the ad in the Banner for need for staff for
Dordt College and it looked like the exact opportunityfor me because they wanted' someone to double
inphilosophyandhistory, also music." Thus Prof.
Van Til explained how he came to Dordt 20 years
ago' wit h two Masters degrees in Philosophy and
History.
Rev. Haan, then Vice President of the Board, recalls, "What intrigued us was the scope of his interests as well as the quality of his scholarship and
his s: 0 m pi ete dedication to the Reformed faith."
Rev. Haan also noted Van Til's "readiness and his
ability to take on related areas" such as teaching
a geography course.
Van Til's first duties at Dordt included teaching
Western Civilization and Philosophy along with dir e c t i ng the choir and the pep band, being drama
coach" and filling in as speech teacher for a year.
Atone time he taught all ten clas ses for a philosophy major, including American History, MedievalHistory and Political Science. He figures he
has taught 20 different courses at Dor dt, As he
putit jokingly, "I guess you could call me Dordt's
number one has-been!" He alaoparttcipated in
makingDordt a four-year institution.
Althoughthe philosophy department hasn't added
greatly to course offerings, Van Til explained that
"it has grown in an important way" because "it's
much better for the students to get a three-man
perspective than a one-man perspective. "
Dordt has not changed appreciably in its "goal in
Christian scholarship''but has maintained "the notion of an antithesis between Christian and nonChristian thought. "
"
He noted the changes in teaching facilities as
"great advances, ""veryworthwhileand commendable, " citing C-160as "the best thing that happened
to us" a s far as classrooms are concerned, "I
don'tthink our wildest dreams and the most extensive fantasies" pictured Dordt being what it is 20
years after its "35-student, five room beginning, "
he added, .•. "We praise the Lord!" Van Til also
commended
a "loyal constituency" and "maybe
most of all. .• Dordt students going over the length
andbreadth ofthe land and being the kind of advertis e men t for Dordt that they are ... that's our
greatest asset. "
"Thoughhe said his teaching method itself hasn't
changedmuch, he still tries to "bring new things
to the course" and keeps experimenting, such as
using new reading material in Aesthetics. My
notesaren't yellow with age, " he laughed.
Theattitude of the students has changed over the
years. he noted, and was affected by the protest of
the '60's. This made the student "more self-conscious.•. as to what his goals ought to be, what he
oughtto be as an individual over against following
thecrowd••• kind of mentality. "
.
But attitudes aside, Dordt students always have
and p'robably always will pull crazy stunts. One
that stands out in Van Til's mind took place in the

college's first year. Someguys drove an old tractor into the old classroom building and down to the
door of room 117. An effigy of Rev. Haan commanded the driver's seat.
In another incident, someone stole all the doors
from the same building, as well as the trays from
its basement cafeteria.
The ultimatum. "No food
till the trays are back, " solved that problem.
Born in Griffith, Indiana, Van Til has had an extensive education even though it had several inter.r u p t ion s , He did "broader reading in the classic s .•. than any other comparable period of my
Ii f e" while he was working on a farm in Lowell,
Ind.,
for three years between grade school and
high school. In 1935, after finishing high school in
three years, he worked at the Ford Motor Co. Assembly Plant in south Chicago.
Three years of working and saving brought him to
Calvin College from which he graduated "in absentia" wh ile doing K. P. in the army in 1942. After
four years in the army, he spent a year each at
Westminster Seminary and the Philadelphia Music
Academy, then entered the University of Michigan
where he earned two Masters degrees in Philosophy
and History.
.
Hi s g r a duate work at the Univ. of Mich. would
h a ve been, as he put it, "impossible without the
pro f e s s ional income of my wife, " Mildred Ford
Van Til, a nurse. Van Til said it was also through
the encouragement of his wife that he "managed to
quit the outrageously stupid habit of smoking" about
15 years ago.
.
Although he started his Phd. program at Michigan
St a te in the 1960's, a doubled out-of-state tuition
along with major family medical expenses prevented him from finishing it. Through extra preparations for Dordt, however, such as attending school
in order to teach geography, he has one third more
g r a d u ate hours than is required for the ordinary
Phd. work.

On Nov. 21, 1974, the
ten colleges belonging to
the Colleges ofMid-America Inc. Will send student
and faculty representatives
to Sioux Falls College to
discuss relevant matters
in the fierd of economics.
Henry De Groot. Associate Professor 0 f Business Administration and
Economics at Dordt , told
the Diamond thatthe purpose of, this CMA sponsored seminar is to stimulate student growth. He
said that rtwould be "a total inspirational development from an educational
point of view. "
De Groot said that students at the seminar will
present papers de a Ii n g
Withthe areas of Accounting, Economics, Management or Marketing. Pa.pers are usually the result
of term projects or individual studies .. ,~"
De Groot said that presentations are chosen by
a process of "screening.
and selection.." De Groot
receives a II eligible papers.from the..CMA col.Ieges and categorizes
them into one of the four
areas of economics. He
then refers these papers
to a professor at another
college who is prominent .
in that area. Atthat point,
s aid De Groot, final entries are selected. Students are then called upon
to present their studies
and defend their stance against student opinion. He
said that this would provide Dordt students Witha
great opportunity to revea
their Christian perspectives relating to the world
of economics.
This year, De Groot and
Vern Timmer, Assistant
Professor of Business Administration -Economics,
will be Dordt's faculty
representatives at the
seminar.
De Groot said
that, as of yet, the student entries have not been
decided upon. An organi zational meeting for the
seminar was held on Friday, Sept. 20.
De GrCllcrthas
been associated Withthe CMAsince

"Philosophy is not everyone's

cup of teal!

its beginning in 19 6 8 .
This consortium is sup- '
ported by contributions
from the ten colleges and
also by government title
grants.
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Clubs contribute to campus
Ar Do rdt College: it i~ pos s ibl c , ;)y \\'a~r ,;t't!1(: .uany student clubs on ca.npus , r. get involved in just
about any acti vi ty me would dc- i rc . The: clubs that
have been o rgani zcd Io r tho 1974-7.5 s cl.oul yca r a rc
listed below along with SOIDe general
info r.nati on
about each one.
PRE -SEMINAR Y GLUB
The: purpose of this club is to stimulate Christian
Icl lowsb ip Io r p re vscmlna ry students in pa rt icula r
and the: whole student body in gene ra l . All students,
male or Icma le , pre -se.utnary or not, are encouraged to attend the programs of this club. The prograins are of general interest on current church
issue:s. The president of the club is ivia rk
Vander
Hart and the sponsor is Rev. Wayne Kobes.

0:

PHI KAPPA SIGiviA
These words represent t h e idea that the fear of
the Lo rd is wisdom.
The purpose of the club is to.
gain valuable insight into education, to broaden the
educational perspectives
of teacher candidates and
to define and promote Christian education.
The next planned activity 0 f this club is set for
October 7, when the film "Rich iv,an, Poor Man"
will be shown. All students are invited to attend.
The sponsors of Phi Kappa Sigma are ivliss Vander
Ark and Mr. Reynolds.
The president is Nancy
Goeman.
.
THAUANS
Mike Eperna is president of this club.
Its purpose is to promote interest in dramatic productions,
both student produced and those presented by other
groups,
The club's sponsor is Mr , Koldenhoven.
The ThaIians also encourage all students
to get
involved in their club and participate in their activities. The coming activities include workshops to
be held on the afternoon of September 27. These
workshops will be led by the Fantasticks
who w'iit'
be performing on that evening at Sioux Center Public High. Also planned is a trip to the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis October 8 and 9 toseethe
presentation of The Crucible by Arthur Mil.lcr and
William Shjlkespeare's
Love's Laber's.
As for the presentations
of the Thalians, Endgame
by Samuel Becket is now being produced and in the
future the Improvisation
of the Book of Esther will
be presented.
•
I
If you are inte rested In any activities of the Thali ans , be sure tocheck
the Thalians' bulletin board
for details.
POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB
Ruth Harthoorn is president and Mr. W. E. Nawyn
is sponsor of the Political Science Club whose purpose is to aid the students in developing a Christian pol iticalpe rspecttve.
An integral part of this
aim is to advance and diffuse knowledge regarding
political thought and action and to encourage student
interest in political affairs.
.
Their first meeting of this year was highlighted
by a speech by Loren Oxley, a third party candidate for the U. S. Senate.
This was' a good beginning for the rest of the year's activities which include six Sioux County political figures and hopefull y a national figure during second semester.
A
trip
to Washington D.C. in the spring is being.
worked on for the members of the club. lvrembe r>
ship is open to anyone who is interested in the political aspect of our state and nation.
SERVICE CLUB
According to Ruth Korte, the president
of this
club, the members will be selling and taking tickets to basketball games, travelogues,
and movies
on campus.
In return they will receive free admission to these events.
This club is still looking
for new members.
OPERA GUILD
The'purpose
of the Dordt College Opera Guild is
to study" r.romote, and perform opera, the operetta, the musi,:al and related mUSical - vocal productions.
The membership
is open "tall ti'lles to
anyone who is interested.
The next meeting, which
will
be held ,)ctober, -) at 7 Cl.m. in the IvlUsic
Building, will he an important one for anyone who

_

-vClnrice

Baas

wants to be involved in the planned workshops .s.nal l
group ncrfo rmances for social functions and other
acti vitie s of the Guild.
A few members are planning a trip to Sioux Falls
September 28 to attend the presentation
of "God'S ,
'Jell . "
.
The Jpera Guild's president is Jim Van Ry and the
sponsor is Mr. Gary Warmink.
FUTURE BUSINESS EXECUTIVES
Organized "to cultivate and develop mutual interest of students wor k i ng in the field of business and
econorn ics, " this club supplements
classroom edu c a t i o n with speakers,
dis cus s lons , films and a
variety of other activities.
Its initial meeting will
be held tonight, Sept 26, at 7 p. m , in C20S. Steven Oppeneer is the club president and Mr. Henry
DeGroot is the club sponsor.

Faber
to assist.
future
edu(ators
New this year in Dordt's
Education department and
also director of the mini teaching program is Dr.
George Faber.
When in terviewed by the Diamond,
Faber expressed the need
.fo r "Christian young peopIe to live their Chrtstl anity and apply it in the classroom."
His greatest aim
is to ,assist students to
"become educators in both
pub 1i c and Christian
schools."
Faber graduated from
Calvin Col lege in 1961 WIth
a B. A. in Biology. While
working 0 n his M. A. in.
the Teaching of Science,
Faber s pent the next ten
years teaching in Sheboygan, Wisconsin,
Zeeland'
a nd Holland, Michigan.
He the n worked three
years at Western Niichigan
University as the Unive.-sity Coordinator
of student teachers,
while studying for-his ;\". A. in Biology anda PhD. in Science
Education.

Venhuizen
to give
senior redtal
The music department
ann 0 Ll n c e s the Senior
vocal-I nstrurnentalvrecttal of Patti Venhuizen at
the lecture-auditorium
on
campus (CI60) at 8 p. m.
Tuesday,
Octoberl.
Everyone is invited.
The title of her recital
is "Make a Joyful Noise"
inc 1u din g a variety of
styles of music.
The recital also features
Elaine Huisman as accompanist.

'Reformata semper
reformanda est' .
-r-john Ooms

These words reflect the
Biblical attitude of the Reformed faith; "to be reformed means to be aIways reforming."
And
this is one of the reasons
why the Dordt Statement
of Purpose, Scripturally
Oriented Higher Educadon, is under'evaluanon.
Rev.
B.J. Haan, Prestdent of the college, ctrculated to the Faculty and I
the Board of Trustees 'a
memorandum dated August 26, wherein he r equested an "in -depth study
of Scripturally
Oriented
Higher Education with the
intent of revising tha t
document in a way that
will
be useful and comprehensible to all
segments of the Dordt community."
.
The reason for this
clarification
is given by
Haan in the Sept. issue of
the Dordt College Voice.
He said that he wants "to
allOW no room ,nor possibilityfor doubt regarding
how truly Biblical and Reformed the statement
is
and will remain. "

In the Aug. 26 memorandum, Haan made clear
his desire to see interaction between the Board and
the Statement of Purpose
Re vis ion Committee.
Haan also stated that the
minutes of every Committee meeting would be
distributed to Faculty and
Board members to keep
them informed.
Haan told the Diamond
that since the clImate on
campus has changed, he
is very much interested
in seeing a communal
spirit in thinking, studying and discussing.
The Revision Committee, of which Haan is the
Chairman,
embodies the
Academic Dean,
two
board members,
and two
president-appointed
Facultymembers.
The Facultyitself also elects four
of its members to work
on the Comm ittee.
Haan concluded his interview by saying that the
task of evaluation andrevision will take the next.
few years.

•
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Concert choir sets plans
The 45 member Dordt
College Concert Choir un der the direction of Mr
Dale Grotenhuis is plan ninz its first performance
for October
12 at 8:00
p. m. in the Gym. The
evening's activities
will
he shared with the Sioux
Falls Symphonic Orche stra , 'conducted by Mr.
George Trautwein.
The program will consist 0 f two symphonic
works by the orchestra
and a combined orchestral
and choir performance
of
a work by Vivaldi and the
Schubert Mass inG. Also
planned for the evening is
apresentation of Gustav
Holst's Psalm 148 with
the Dordt Chorale partici pating. The chorale-orchestral numbers will be
conducted by Mr. D ale

Carol Addi-:-k
returns
Miss Carol Addink has
returned
this
year
to take on the position of
Instructor of Speech. She
views 'Dordt as "a com:
munltyof Christian scholars,"
and feels that the
greatest contribution
she
can make is to "develop
Christian studerttschola'r>
ship in the area of EngliSb- Speech - Drama."
Addink graduated
from
Dordt in 1970 with an English Major and a SpeechGerman Minor.
After
teaching Speech and English for one year at Illiana
Christian High, Lansing,
illinois,
she returned to
Dordt for 2 years.
While
employed here as a teaching assistant
in the English'
German
and Oral
interpretation
de par t ments, she was also working on her Master's
in
Theatre, which was comp~eted last December at
the University ofMinnesotao Since then she has
been working at Hill Personnel in Minneapolis,
as
a personnel
counselor
,
helping people find cterical and business jobs.

Orotenhuis .
Tickets for this concert
will
be sold at the ?oor
only. The charge wfll be
$2. 00 for adults and $1. 00
for students.
Further activities
for
Concert Choir include a
choral clinic on 0 ctober 7
and a convocation service
on November 7.

Fine Arts
(harts
program
This year, Fine Arts will
be a con tinuous thing,
spread
'over separate
wee ken ds and featuring'
d iff e rent aspects of the
F in e Arts.
In this way
the committee
hopes to
get more arts, instead of
putting them all together
under one main theme.
The first
scheduled
weekend is Oct. 11 and 12
which wiil be dealing wit h
film. Fridayat2:00
P, M.
there will be a photography workshop with Wall y
Owens,
a Dordt Junior.
A Photography Contest is
a Iso be i n g scheduled.
There are no rules concerning the pictures submitt e d arid the students
are asked to help critique
the photos.
Some of the
better
ones will then be
featured in the Cannon.
On Fr id ay, the fIlm,
Shop on Main Street will
be shown at night. An all
day field trip for students
involving the use of came r as, etc. is scheduled
to wrap up the weekend.
Mr. VanderMeulen from
Unity Chr , High in Orange
Citywill be leading anotherworkshopon
Saturday.
Coming up on the Fine
Arts Calendar is also the
weekend 0 f Nov. 1 and 2
w h Lc h will be featuring
the Iowa State University
Dance
Troup in a ffee
form
dance workshop.
More details later on the
rest of this weekend.

7
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Addink re -ffl.ls office.

Behind the scenes

-- Joyce Haasdyk

Behind all the events which take place on cam pus, a certain committee
will
I ed
This year as in years past, committees have been set up to pro;o~~~~: w~lfare of Dordt students.
If anyone would like the assistance
of such
an organization,
or has any suggestions
for an event, he IS asked to contact a
member of the appropriate
committee.
'This' year, the committees,
composed of student and faculty mernber s, are
as follows:

be i

Teacher Education Com._=-=--=-'-"-'_-'-____ ~~~:;:=.-:;==-'---mittee

.
F i n eAr
t s Committee
C
~S:l::p.:::e.:::c.:.:ia::.:I~E::..v:.:e:.:n:.:t::..s
.=0.:cm,-,me.-I_tt_e_e
Addink
Hulst, Chairman
Brouwer, Wayne
Addink
Altena
Cook
De Boer, Linda
Dekkenga
De Young, Pat
Eperna, Mike
. Heer inga, Diane
Goeman, Nancy
Hielema, Syd
Crotenhuis
Leep, Carl
Koldenhoven
Van Den Berg, Sandy
Koning, Fred
Van Zee, Al
Neerhof, Paul
Vogelzang, Kathy
Adm iss ions Committee
Spiritual
ITtJ.ttee

Activities

Hulst, Chairman
Brouwer, Wayne
Contant, Henry
De 'jong, J.
Dekkenga
. Hodgson
Keyz er, Sam
Kobes
Mouw, Dan
Slager, Jan
Walhof, Sue
Zuiderveld

Sports

Com-

Stu dent Personnel
mittee

Com"

Hulst, Chairman
Alberda
Boot
Brouwer, Randy
Eskes, Barb
Hugen, Mafk
Maatman
Shannon, Craig
Van't Hul, Linda
Veldkamp, A.
Zinkand

Student Relations
tee
Hulst, Chairman
Bussema
Damon, Sue
De Groot.
Peter son, Lois
Schaap, Al
Schemper,
Barb
Vanden Bosch
Vander Kooi
Vanderkwaak
Warm ink

Tina
Mark

,

Co u n c il

Clark, Sam
Huisman, E ..
Rhoda
Vanden Bosch
Vander Zee·
Wolters, Sue

In s tru c ti 0 na 1 Policies
CommIttee

Student Selection Coromittee

Chairman

Ribbens, Chairman
Boot
.
Geels
Hoekema
Mast, Bob
. Vanden Berg
Vander Hart, Mark
Vander Stelt

Van Til, Chairman
Cook
De Wit, Marlys
Eckardt,
Doug
Hulst
Ribbens
Stockmeier,
Craig
Tinklenberg,
Roger

Cur ric

Pro Rege Committee

u lum Committee

Ribbens, Chairman
Cook
Den Boer, Cheryl
Koekkoek
Maatman
Van Dijk
Van Dyke
Vander Wal, Agnes
Zinkand

Commit-

JO, Chairman
.
Ellen
Syd

Performance

Committee

_.--Apol

Van Noor d, Chairman
Bosma, Jim
De Groot, Rudy
Haasdyk, Joyce
Meeter
Oudman, Clarence
Rhoda
Timmer
.1
Vande Pol, Bob
Vanden Bosch
Vander Zee

Council

Hulst, Chairman
Addink
"~"'7n~
Alberda
Altena
Dekkenga
Gritters
Grotenhuis
Koldenhoven.
Van Noord '

Altena,

Club Committee

Art

Alberda,
Cook
Folkerts,
Hielema,
Koekkoek
La Brenz,
Okkema,
Van Til

Hall, Chairman
Allman
DeGroot
DeGroot, Jerry
DeY.oung
Mennega
Taylor
Veldhiuzen, Marge
AthletiCS

Vander Ark, Chairman
Bos
Bouma
Faber
Gibson, Dan
Parker
Reynolds
Vander Woude, Joan

L i br a r y Com mitt
Hollaar, Chairman
Bleeker, Marcia
Boogerd, Linda
Hodgson

Nawyn
Meeter
Struyk
Vel dkamp,

C.

Hulst, Chairman
Gritters
Koldenhoven
Mennenga
Zinkand

Theology
Curriculum
Study
Committee
ee

Chairman
De jong , J.
Hulst
Kobes
Maatman
Ribbens
Van Til
Vanden Berg
Vander Stelt
Zinkand
Haan,
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"Herbie"

kidnapping resolved

Drew Persenaire, sophour rules or he dies.
Amendment were not recomore student at Dordt,
Patti Hurst
ogntz.edl because the court
was found inn 0 c e n t of A sec 0 n d note followed IV a s under the Canadian
charges of kidnapping and clarifying the demands:
flag, and there is no such
withholding evidence levDo you want Herbie? Amendment in the Dordt
eled at him Thursday,
Put I Training Bra in Defender.
September 19 in Ncrth Hall
your mailbox on Thur sDUnngthe Trial, a rrock
Court Room. The Honday, September 19 at kidnapping of Herbie was
ourable Thomas Christian
4:30. No Police!! .
staged b)i Din Dykstra,
Vreeman, presiding in the
Patti Hurst
Gerald Veltkarnp, and Ai
cas e, said he could not Bothnotes were In cut-out Schaap. He was returned
override c 0 u r t decis ion newspnnt letters taped to within fifteen minutes
although he felt the verdict lined notebook paper. Be- The unanimous deci;ion
was not in accord with jus- fore demands c 0 u l d be of the court brought a wild
tice.
met, Herbie was dISCOV-reaction from the audiCharges laid against
ered in a chest owned by en c e. "Pip" conSidered
Persenaire were the kidMark J3akker,and charges it a "lousy verdict", but
Now who's junping to conclusions?
napping
of a four-foot were laid against both would make no comment
stuffed frog and withhold- Bakker and Persenaire. A because he was under "eing of evidence. Herbie, first Court hearing he I d motional strain."
Perthe kid nap p e d frog, is TUesdaynight, September senaire left the court aown e d by Kevin Eekhoff 17, resulted in dropping mong cheers of congratu(Pip), who along with his of charges agarnst Bakker. lations, smiling excitedHelping out in the Fresh - F res h man English, is
lawyer, John Suk, formed
The court audience was Iy,
man
English dep~rtmentMrs.
Sharon Zuiderveld.
the prosecution. The de- large, with sta'nding room "For' m 0 s t people, inthis
year
is
Mrs.
Corinne
Teaching
one section of
fendant's lawyer was Mark only. The j u r y, under cluding "Pip", it remains
Huisman.
Her
aim,
while
English
101,
she says, o;'J
Bakker.
foreman Jay Kole, con- a mystery as to who stole at Dordt, is to "help stu- would like to teach stuHerbie, the frog, Was sistedofmen and women. Herbie. Diamondrefused
dents think and write with dents to write well and
noticed to be missingSepSin c e an American flaz to allow such a mystery a Ch.ristian awareness; to think t h i ng s t h r 0 u gh
tember 11 around 12:30 could not be obtained.the, to go unsolved. Trying to
be discerning In all com - before writing it down.
a. m, A" Fi nd Herbie"
Canadian flag was used. get any leads possible, ?,unic.at~on." She finds They need to know how to
campaign failed to turn up
The eight witnesses were PerSenaire was asked by
with the frog. A day later sworn in by the words of Diamond if he had any i- It thnlhng to read what express the i r thoughts
students write because it well on paper. "
"Pip" necetved a ransom
Herman
Dooyeweerd
undea
s
about
who
the
kidhas
"amore personal con- Zuiderveld received her
note saying:
de r the watchful eye of nap per s could be. He tact." "Corky," as many A. B. in English from CalPip. If you ever want
Bailiff Ed WiereuJ;!"a.
commented, "I stole him of her friends know her, vin College in 1968and her
tosee Herbie you meet
Any pie a s of the Fifth and had a good time. "
is a 1973 Dordt graduate M. A. in English Litera-

Freshmen aided in English

•

in English. Her college
Freshman year was spent
at Calvin College, but she
finished her B. A. de g r e e
at Dordt while also taking
Spanish courses at Northwestern.
Also helping to tea c h

ture from the Univer;sity
of Michigan in 1970.
If the opportunity arises,
she said she would like to
get her PhD. in EngUshl
and maybe take aLibrarYScience course.

Music:educ:ator
to present workshop
On October 3 and 4 Mrs.
Barbara Andress, Professor of Music Education at
Arizona State University,
w i II present a workshop
de a ling With elementary
m u sic education. The
three workshop sessions
are scheduled as follows:

Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothbll but 1he truth, 1». all
spheres, according to the word of Dordt College and Herm& Dooyeweerd7 .

"The Fanlaslidcs" performed
The all-family musical
THE FANTASTICKS,will
be performed on Septem ber27, at8:00p.m. in the
Sioux Cente r High School
auditorium.
Tickets may be reserved
by calling the SWitchboard
or Bosch's Clothing (722(lOSS).
Payment [or the
tickets must be made at

the door on the night of
performance. Those with
reservations are asked to
come early. Reservations
will be guaranteed until
7:50p.m.,
after
which
time they may be sold to
others. Prices are $2.00
for non - students. and
$1.50 for Students.
A g e n c r a I admission

ticket or s L.50maybe purchased at the door, with
seating in the bleachers.
THE FANTASTICKSis
jointly sponsoredby Dordt
College
and the Sioux
C e n t e r Recreation and
Arts Council. The Continental Theatre Company
is regarded as a professi onal theatre company.

ary music education. She
has t a ugh t both general
and instrumental music at
the elementary school level for several years and
served as District Music
Consultant for the Cartwright Elementary School
District in Phoenix, Arizona for eleven years. In
Thu, - 1:15p.m. -2:45p.m. 1973Mrs. Andress .joined
"Creative Use of Instru- the music faculty at Artments In the Elementary z 0 n a S tat e Universiry
Classroom"
Mrs. Andress has authored and co-authored seFri. -lOp. rn , -ue. rn ,
veral articles and books,
"Expressive Movement including the most recent
and Music"
edition of the Exploring
Music series puhhshedhy
Fri. - 12:45-2:15 p, m,
. Holt, Rinehart, and Win"Indtvtduahz tng Music
ston,
Instruction in the Elemen- Mrs. Andress has contary School"
ducted many workshops
at local, state, regional,
The workshop is co- and national levels. Each
s po n s 0 red by f he Tri- summer she conducts sevState Teacher's Institute eral workshops at univerand Dordt College. All sities throughout the counsessions will be open to try.
anyone interested. There
A II persons interested
is no charge for attending in elementary music edthe workshops.
ucation are urged to parMrs. Andress is recog- ti c i pa te in these worknized as one of the Iead shops.
>

ers in Ame ri can clement-
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Kung Fu skillspradi(ed

Tri-state keynotes'Rededication'

--Cl1Uck Kooistra
--Jol n Suk

"Thepurpose of the Tr istat" is to stimulate new
ideas,and share information among
Christian
schoolteachers, to enable
the m to do better jobs.
Th e whole weekend is
keyedto being Christian
schoolteachers. "
This, according to Mr.
Gtitters, is the purpose
of the annual Tri-state
teachers association convention. It will be held on
the Dordt campus Oct. 3
and4,1974.
Approxrmately400Christian ele-

mentary and secondary
Workshops will be held in
teachers will be in atten - all sub j e c t s taught in
dance to discuss the topic school. During the entire.
"Rededication. "
wee k end, Christian curThe keynote speaker is riculum will be on display,
Stan Wiersma, an English courtesy
of the National
professor at Calvin Col- Unionof Christian Schools.
1e ge.
His lecture "Re- (N.U. C. S.)
dedication to What" wi1l The weekend
will be
be followed by two days of wrapped up Fridayafter-,
workshop. Barb Andress noon wit h a singsong led
from the u of Arizona will by Bill Bird from Western
1e a d a music workshop. Christian High, anddevoGeraldine Steensma from tions by Norman Vander
Covenant
College will Ark, also from Western
speak on "Response-abili - Christian High.
ities, the Goal of Knowing';
\

Chinese broad(aster to visit
--John Ooms

Mini-teaching begins
--Joyce Haasdyk

Monday, September 30 at
7:30 p.jn , in C-160 about
The mini-teaching prothe situation
inChina
gram set up in Dordtaland the Church. He will lows juniors and seniors
also be guest speaker at togetaquaintedwith classthe October I chapel ser-- - room procedures. Headed
vic e. As usual, chapel by Dr. Faber, the program
will be broadcasted by allows future elementary
KDCRfor the benefit of the tea c hers to go into the
surrqundingconstituency.
classroom for one hour
per week and observe the '
tea chi ng environment,
evaltlation met hods and
bulletin boards. The students are not involved in
actual teaching but do get
in t 0 contact with the pupils in group work.
The program, not com-o-Sharon Tiemstra
pleted as yet, has so far
placed approximately 50
Mr. Ken Busserna, new Bussema is working 0 n Dordt students in the Sioux
in the Psychology depart- his Doctorate inCounsel- Center Christian and Kinor Psychology and yet has sey Elementary Schools.
ment, is interested in
"improving communica- dreams of going to semi- Because the teachers prelion." "Psychology," he nary to "get a better un- fer to have the mini -teasaid, "is learning to un- derstanding of the mes- chers come in the mornings and due-to the limited
derstan dvman. " Bussema sage of salvation." He
number of openings in the
stated the reason he is also has very tentative
here "is to help students plans in helping to form schools, the students canget an understanding of a Psych-Soc club here on not always go into the area
Psychology;to learn to un- campus, and a Christian of most interest to them.
derstand man, and to get Counselling Clinic some- However, great effort is
made to do so.
the student back to the where in Sioux County.
message of salvation. "
Bussemagraduated from
NorthArizona University
withaB.Sc. and M.A. in
psychology. While he was
s ti 11at school, his wife
worked for two and one
Friday the thirteenth failed to produce its tradihalf years irfihonto, as a
Bilingualteacher among tional bad luck this time around, I bringing us instead
two musicians from the University of Iowa. Though
theNavajos.
some may wonder as to just how fortunate we were
Afterhe graduated, Mr.
Bussemagot involved with in receiving them, on the whole their concert was
theNavajos while working enjoyable. They may have missed a few notes here
thereone year as Special and there, but yet they usually managed to capture
Educa ti on teacher to the excitement inherent in the. pieces they played,
LaFosse, the violinist, openedupwiththe "DevU's
twelve boys, ages 14-18,
Trill"
Sonata, a ·piece designed to prove to the auwhohad "behavior prob- ,
dience
that, yes indeed, ladies and gentlemen, 1
lerns" and needed "vocaknow
how
to play my instrument. However, that's
tionaladjustment." The
about
all
it
proved to the audience. He probably
nexttwoyears were sperr
has
played
the
piece so many times that it now seems
as a dorm itory guidance
like
just
a
finger
exercise. The major excitement
counselor to 2 60 boys,
was
the
technical
dexterity he displayed on running
rangingfrom grades 4 to
through
trill
after
trill.
8. After this exper ience,
This
piece
was
balanced
well with the toll owing
he feels that the "racial
one,
a
sonata
by
Cesar
Franck.
Here the perforconsciousness" he had
mers
managed
to
convey
some
of
the excitement of
formerly felt as a memFranck,
b
u
t
in
doing
so
they
missed
quite a few
ber ofthe white minority
notes.
A
goodperformance
requires
both
technical
waslost.
mastery of a piece ahd a dynamic interpretation of
At the present time

OnSeptem ber 30and
OctoberL Rev. Isaac jeri
(pronounced'r un') will
make his appearance on
Dordt's campus. [en is
a radio minister for the
BackTo God Hour - Chi.neseBroadcast.
Jenwillgivea slide presentationand a speech on

A new club has sprung
up on the campus of Dordt
College. Every Tuesday,
Wednesday and Saturday
nights 30 yrungmen gather
in the West Commons to
practice their skills in the
"m a nl y art of self-defense, "

Steve Marcus, a holder
of an advanced green belt,
will be instructing the
class.
Marcus attended
college in Mexico City last
semester where he t o 0 k
an "intensive" course in
self-defense. Included in
the course were ten hours
of classes per week and
several
tournaments.
Marcus finished second in
individual competition in
two tournaments and capta ined his team in one of
the tournaments.
The classes will be emphasizing condit ion i n g,
reflexes, blocks and self-

discipline. The young
menwill be taught a form
of self-defense known as
"Chinese Karate" or more
specifically - - Akido. Akido differ s from other
forms of karate by the emphasis' it places on fluid
motions. Chinese Karate
is the form of self-defense
made famous
by David
Carridine in the television show, ''Kung Fu."
. Marcus has several experienced
men in his
c I ass e s including John
Gosselink (also a g r e e n
belt holder), Dale Zylstra,
Denny Vande Griend and
Duane Plantinga.
The club hopes to enter
into some type of tournament competition with the
karate clubs in Le Mars
and Sheldon. Marcus also hopes to present noncontact exhibitions to the
Dordt College stude n t
body.

,.

Bussema to improve
,co..-munication

Dig those callouses t

Violinist trills audience

-o-Syd Hielema

it. During the first nair of the concert, LaFosse
and Simms, his pianist, had difficulty putting-these
rwo requirements together.
The second hal f opened 'fith tIle best played but
least appreciated piece, a sonata by Bela Bartok.
Bartok has been one of the pioneers of musical development in this. century, taking music into what
most of us would call the "weird. " It's all too easy
to write off this kind of music, declaring that it's
not worth listening to anyway. We as listeners
need to learn what lies behind much of modern
music, and perhaps we can slowly learn to appreciate it.
\
LaFosse and Simms concluded their concert with
three short, entertaining p.eces which ex ci ted the
audience to demand an encore from these performers. These "shorts" included another trill piece,
and a lively work entitled "J3urleska." LaFosse's
encore was no easy get-away:, he played a demandpiece popularized by the famed violinist Heifetz.
the name of which only the 'first two rows could
hear. In all its anonymity, it provided a dynamic
ending.
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Cross-country team scores "hat trick"
--Cec

Dordt's eros s - country team has won all three of
its meets so far this season.
Teams from Morningside, Northwestern.
and Dakota State College
have fallen behind Dordt's runners.
Th e first meet, held on September 13. was run
at home against Morningside College before 75 fans.
The four mile course led through campus and into
Open
Space Park. Dordt runners held the first
eight
positions,
with first man, Dave Kobes,
clocked at 22.04. The next four Dordt competitors
top I ace were Mark Kauk, Ken Schreur, Bernie
Haan.and Kevin Schonewill, finishing very close toget her.
With a perfect score of IS, Dordt won
handily against Morningside's 61 points.
Wednesday, September 18. approximately 75 fans
Kinetic or potential energy?
saw Northwestern
College come for Dordt's second home meet, held on the Same course.
Again
ner clocking
22.26.
Dordt, however, held the
Freshman Dave Kobes finished first over the four
n ext five positions, with Doug Seebeck coming in
mil e s , be tt e ring his time to 21. 54. The next
first at22.57.
The next four, Bernie Haan, Dave
Dordt runners,
Bernie Haan, Ken Schreur, Doug
Kobes,
Mark Kauk, and Larry Baker, all placed
Seebeck, and Mark Kauk, placed second, fourth,
less than a minute apart.
With DSC holding posififth and sixth, respectively,
combining for a team
tions' 8,9, and 11as well, Dordt managed tosqueeze
s cor e 0 f 18. Northwestern,
having one runner
bywitha25-31 team victory, in the four mile race.
place
third,
had a team score of 57, allowing
Th r e e victories in three starts - - Coach Rhoda
Dordt to win its second consecutive meet.
feels the team is improving all the time. He also
The country club in Madison, South Dakota, was
commented t hat really getting a good team effort
the site of Dordt's third meet, Tuesday, Sept. 24.
has he I p e d his squad to its fast start.
Saturday
IDue to a fairly hilly course and strong winds, the
September
28 will see Dordt in Mitchell, South
runners were forced to slow their pace a bit. DaDakota for an invitational meet hosted by Dakota
kota State College proved to be tough competition,
Wesleyan.
Length of the race has been set at fbe
placing the first two runners, with their first runmiles.

Dordt beals NW •In· soccer
Approximately 200 fans
witnessed the soccer team
open its schedule with a
4-1 victory over Northwestern,
Thursday September 18, at the Athletic
Field.
A lot of hustle and pass ing helped the Dordt team
to come out strong as the
game started.
Dordt
• scored aftef just a few
minutes. A burst ofthree
goals
soon after made
the score
4 - 0 by
halftime.
One of these
goals came on a penalty
kick by Rich Schemper,
while the other scorers
were Brian Vander Lyl,
Rick Marcus, and Howard

--Cec

Van Niejenhuis

Oudman,
The tempo of the game
slowed noticeably in the
Soccer or Swan Lake"? I
second half, a I th 0 ugh
Northwestern
attempted
to stage a comeback, and
did manage to score once .
However, they could not
put together a consistent
attack against the Dordt
defence, allowing Dordt to
Saturday, September 21, the Dordt soccer team
open league
play witha overpowered 7 other squads towin the annual NCSL
victory.
tournament hosted by Wuttnar College in Le Mars.
This opening win came About 30 fans accompanied the team. Squads were
just a few days after an entered from Iowa, South Dakota, and Minnesota.
exhibition game with 'M!st- "However, the squadfrom Minnesota failed to show
mar, held the Saturday up.
before.
Played in Le The first game against University of South Dakqta
Mars, the game saw Dordt at 8: 3 0 a. m , turned out to be the soccer team's
press hard from the open- closest match.
Th e team kicked its way to a 4-1
ing kick, and win easily, victory.
Freshman Brian Vander Lyl scored two
13-0.
High scorers
for' quick goals for Dordt, followed later by Lee VanDordt in that game were de r a a, and Hank Vande Kraats on a penalty kick.
Lee Vanderaa, Rick Mar- USD's only goal came ona well 'placed penalty kick,
cus, and Brian Van de r bouncing in off the goal post.
Lyl, with two goals each..
The next match, a semifinal, began at 11:30 aThe team's next home - g a ins tho s t We s t mar College. Again, Dordt
game is Thursday.
Sep- pressed hard from the start and had no trouble atember 26, against West- g a ins t the s I 0 ppy play of Westmar , Goals by
mar College. Play will George Vander Woude and Rich Schemper set the
begin at 7 p.m , on the team zxilling. As the game progressed,
John [enSioux Center At hIe tic
sen added two goals, and freshman Howard Oudman
Field.
put in four. The final score had Dordt ontop by
If

10M. info

Van Niejenbuis

-~::Cheryl
o~

And they're off! Running
passing, and hitting has
set the Intramural season
off with a bang.
BobBandstra has already
accumulated 35 miles to
head up the 100 Mile Club.
A fellow freshman, Doug
Seebeck, is close behind
with 32.
Football standings, as of
Sept. 21, show the Junior
Stensons Beach Chargers
with a 5-0 record leading
LeagueA.
The Black
Knights are their closest
contenders with a 4-1 record.
Doc's Defenders
ha ve pretty well dom inatal
League B, having won all
5 of their games, while another Senior
team.the
Bobcats, also remain undefeated at 4-0.
Scheduled play w i II end this
week.

Ruth's Babes, the slugging Sophomqre team, has
won theirwayl'o the top of
Women's Softball with a
4-0record.
However, tIE
freshman
team,
DeWaard's Strikers,
have
- -Chuck Kooistra struck up to a close 3{)
record.
These two teams
The tennis club under the will face each other on
sponsorship 0 f Mer 1e
sept. 25inwhatsnoilldDe-Meeter began their 1974- one of the finest games of
1975 season with a single- the season. Also, memm
elimination tournament.
must be made of the .exThirty-two p I a ye r s in- traordinary
job done by
cluding six girls and sev- the Ko o k i e Kanookie
eral teachers are entered
cheerleaders.
in the tournament.
Meeter hopes to use the tournament to scout prospects
for next spring's competition squad.
Several ofthe top upperMeeter has ~the tough classmen in the tournatask of replacing the four ment are
DaveRalya,
players who are gone from Rick Elenbaas, Dan Giblast year's team. Hesaid
son, Randy Van Sweden,
that freshmen could play :Gregg Sjoerdsma,
and
a n important part in the Bethel transfer Dave Selclub.
vig.

Tennis tourney
begins

Dordt takes tourna ment title
--Cec Van Niejenhuis

8-0.
Waiting till 4:30 p, rn , for the next match to begin, Dordt looked forward to a tough final. They
were noticeably over-anxious
in the first 15 minutes of play against opponent Morningside College
of S i 0 u x City. However, after two penalty kick
goals by Hank Vande Kraats and Rich Schemper,
th e Dor dt "machine" got into gear.
They then
methodically added eight more goals to win the fin a 1 match by a lopsided score of 10-0. With this
wincameafirst
place trophy which the team hopes
to receive within the next week.
All the tournament games had
minute halves,
down from the 45 minute halves played in regular
sea son games.
The soccer team played without
the services of Warren Sterken, who injured himself
in a tumble during last week's game against
Northwestern.
He will be out for the duration of
the season with a broken leg.
The team is looking into the possibility of playing
a high quality soccer squad from Omaha in an exhibition game. Nothing definite has been, set.
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